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From: "Giulio Occhionero" < gocchionero@pec.it > To:

"Prosecutor of Perugia" < prot.procura.perugia@giustiziacert.it > Cc:

"Roberto Bottacchiari" < robertobottacchiari@ordineavvocatiroma.org >, "Stefano Parretta" < 

stefanoparretta@ordineavvocatiroma.org > Date: Sunday March 24, 2019 10:01

Prosecutor of Perugia RG 4071/2017

To the attention of:

Dr. Gemma Miliani , Deputy Prosecutor Prosecutor of Dr. Gemma Miliani , Deputy Prosecutor Prosecutor of Dr. Gemma Miliani , Deputy Prosecutor Prosecutor of 

Perugia

Egregia Dr. Miliani, 

in relation to my previous reports regarding EyePyramid links between the investigation and the American Russiagate , I in relation to my previous reports regarding EyePyramid links between the investigation and the American Russiagate , I in relation to my previous reports regarding EyePyramid links between the investigation and the American Russiagate , I 

would point out the interview on The print of George Papadopoulos.would point out the interview on The print of George Papadopoulos.would point out the interview on The print of George Papadopoulos.would point out the interview on The print of George Papadopoulos.

I also take this opportunity to let you mind that, as a result of my pec the 8th March to

Chief Prosecutor of the Prosecutor's Office in Rome Giuseppe Pignatone, pec also be forwarded to the Prosecutor of Chief Prosecutor of the Prosecutor's Office in Rome Giuseppe Pignatone, pec also be forwarded to the Prosecutor of 

Perugia to your attention, I only received a reply from the secretary of Dr. Pignatone which, on grounds absolutely specious , Perugia to your attention, I only received a reply from the secretary of Dr. Pignatone which, on grounds absolutely specious , Perugia to your attention, I only received a reply from the secretary of Dr. Pignatone which, on grounds absolutely specious , 

Intended to reject the receipt of the pec. At present, therefore, the Public Prosecutor of Rome continues to conceal and Intended to reject the receipt of the pec. At present, therefore, the Public Prosecutor of Rome continues to conceal and 

make unavailable different evidence to my defense, reiterating a daily offense ; means that are absolutely necessary to the make unavailable different evidence to my defense, reiterating a daily offense ; means that are absolutely necessary to the 

same defense so much for the conduct of the appeal as to the upcoming hearings held at the Court of Perugia . The same defense so much for the conduct of the appeal as to the upcoming hearings held at the Court of Perugia . The same defense so much for the conduct of the appeal as to the upcoming hearings held at the Court of Perugia . The 

invitation therefore, to use appropriate precautionary measures to stop the illegal activity in progress and to make invitation therefore, to use appropriate precautionary measures to stop the illegal activity in progress and to make invitation therefore, to use appropriate precautionary measures to stop the illegal activity in progress and to make 

available that evidence to this defense; reiterating the urgency of this need.

I take this opportunity to extend warm greetings, Giulio 

Occhionero 
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